
Your expert for exceptional holiday villas, fincas, chalets, exclusive cruises and bespoke 
travel design for more than 30 years 

Basement: Spa with indoor pool, steam bath, sauna and massage cabin - guest-WC- laundry room - ski room

Chalet Ambre has a privileged location at the entrance of the charming town of Val d'Isère, surrounded by the 
magnificent mountain scenery of the French Alps. The centre of Val d'Isère with shops and restaurants is just a 
short stroll away. Chalet Ambre is part of the 5-star luxury Hotel Village La Mourra which was recently built as a 
mountain hamlet and which consists of 9 suites, a restaurant, a lounge bar and 4 luxury, private chalets. The 
chalets and the hotel are all connected by the underground level. Guests can enjoy the privacy of their chalet as 
well as the facilities of 5-star Hotel La Mourra.
Chalet Ambre is designed and furnished in luxury Alpine chic style. Exclusive furnishing, reclaimed wood, decent 
fabrics and colours as well as a softened light create a pure mountain atmosphere where one feels at home. The 
chalet extends over 5 floors from the basement to the attic connected by a lift. It offers space for 10 adults and 2 
children in 5 bedrooms.
Breakfast and dinner served in the chalet are included in the rate. For dinner, guests can select from a large 
choice of dishes the day before. The private menue is then prepared by the French chef. On request guests can 
also have dinner at Restaurant La Mourra or at the sister hotel Le Blizzard.

AT A GLANCE ACTIVITIES
baby bed/cot: at extra charge
oven
bathrobe
Heatable pool
electric iron
espresso coffee machine
Fitness/gym
hair dryer
shared pool
dishwasher
slippers
heating
internet

coffee machine
fireplace
highchair: on request
minibar
safe box
SAT/cable-TV
ski room/cellar
ski-boot heater
spa/wellness-center
tea and coffee making facilities
TV-Flatscreen
Wi-Fi
washing machine

climbing
sledding
skiing
trekking
cross-country skiing




